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The concepts of absolute continuity and singularity for operator-valued 
measures are introduced and Radon-Nikodym and Lebesgue decomposition 
theorems for such measures are established. These theorems reduce directly 
to the classical results in the scalar case. The results have interesting applications 
to the theory of infinite-dimensional stationary stochastic processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let SF and SC be two separable Hilbert spaces and a be a u-ring of subsets 
of a space Q. Let IM and N be countably additive set functions defined on 0? 
with values in the class B(S, X) of bounded linear operators on 3’ to X, 
having a derivative with respect to a nonnegative measure CL. In this paper, our 
main effort is to prove Radon-Nikodym and Lebesgue type decomposition 
theorems for the measures M and N using proper generalizations of the methods 
of Royden [16, p. 2111. In the finite-dimensional case, similar results are proved 
by J. Robertson and M. Rosenberg [4]. Other interesting results concerning 
abstract Lebesgue decomposition theorem can be found in [12]. 
In the infinite-dimensional case, two extensions of the notion of absolute 
continuity arise, leading to bounded and unbounded operator-valued functions 
as Radon-Nikodym derivatives. The idea of measurability for unbounded 
operator-valued functions introduced by the authors in [9] allows us to consider 
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Radon-Nikodym theorem with unbounded operator-valued derivatives as 
shown in [lo]. 
A major part of this paper examines the idea of singularity along a nonnegative 
B(X, 2)-valued measure F. Such a concept is found necessary in order to 
obtain the uniqueness of Lebesgue-decomposition [14, p. 3641. First we present 
a direct generalization of the definition of singularity in the finite dimensional 
case given in [14] and obtain a Lebesgue-type decomposition theorem. The 
interesting theorem of H. Cramer [l] is obtained here as an application of our 
first Lebesgue type decomposition theorem (Theorem 3.3) for the infinite 
dimensional case. We further show that our definition of singularity corresponds, 
in a particular case, to orthogonality of measures in the space H2,F of Hellinger 
square integrable functions with respect to F [IO]. This is achieved through 
an Isomorphism between H2,F and L,,, analogous to the one given in a finite- 
dimensional case by Salehi [ 171. Th is isomorphism suggests another definition 
of singularity along F which is more general than the first definition of singularity 
and is a direct generalization of that in our previous paper [IO]. With this general 
notion of singularity we prove a Lebesgue type decomposition theorem more 
general than the one given in Section 3. 
These results play a significant role in the prediction theory of stochastic 
processes. For example in [IO], the fundamental work of Kolmogorov [8] on the 
orthogonality and subordination of univariate stochastic processes was extended 
to the operator-valued processes studied by Payen I[ 1 l] using the notions of 
absolute continuity and singularity. 
2. ABSOLUTE CONTINUITY AND RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 
For any two separable (complex) Hilbert-spaces H, 2? with inner products 
(*, .)# , (*, *lz and norms 1 /# , / lx , we denote by 
(a) O(@‘, z), th e c ass 1 of all linear operators from .%? into X; 
(b) B(Z, X), the class of all bounded operators in 0 (&‘, X); 
(c) B+(H, SF), th e c 1 ass of all nonnegative definite operators in B(.%, Z); 
(d) C(#, X), the class of all compact operators in B+(.#‘, X); 
(e) HS(X, X), the class of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators in B(Z, 2); 
(f) T(.#, X), the class of all operators in C(X, .%) of finite-trace. 
We now need a notion of measurability for O(Z, X)-valued functions. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let GY be a u-ring of subsets of a space 9. Throughout 
the paper, without mention, it is assumed that 8 E 6V. 
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(a) We say that a B(.z?, X)-valued function @ is a-measurable if @ is 
strongly a-measurable [7, Definition 35.5, p. 741. 
(b) We say that an O(.#‘, X)-valued function @ is @-measurable if there 
exists a sequence {an} of B(.%?, X)-valued 0% measurable functions such that 
each w E Q and each x E 9(@(w)), (B denotes the domain), 
I @,(w)x - @(aJ)x Ix + 0. 
Remark 2.2. We remark that in [9], the definition of measurability for 
B(S, X)-valued function was intended as in 2.1(a), and the definition 2.1(b) 
was introduced there. We also note that Lemma 2.2 [9] remains valid under 
Definition 2.1. We note that for an @-measurable B(&‘, %)-valued function 
A, A* is an G-measurable B(Z, X)-valued function. Further, If A, B are 
a-measurable 0(X, X)-valued functions, then so is A + B; and if C is 
a-measurable B(X, W)-valued (B( W, S?)-valued) function, then CA (AC) 
is a-measurable a(.%?, IV)-valued (0( W, X)-valued) function. This follows 
from [3, Prop. 16, p. 1021. Using the spectral representation for a nonnegative 
definite self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space, we may state the following 
generalization of Corollary 2.13 of [9]. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A be un &measurable B+(X, X)-valued function; then A-, 
the generalized inverse function of A, is G&measurable. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Since for any bounded linear operator on Z’ into X we have 
A- = (A*A)-A* PI, 
we conclude that if A is an @-measurable B(&‘, %)-valued function, then A- is 
also G&-measurable. 
We shall denote by Y(.Z, X) the class of O(.#‘, X)-valued measurable 
functions. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let W be a u-ring of subsets of a space Q. A B(Z, X)- 
valued function F defined on 6Y is said to be 
(i) Countably additive (c.a.) if for each x ES’, Ai’s disjoint in G! with 
ui-1 Ai E ol, 
where the series converges in %, 
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(ii) A nonnegative measure if F is c.a. and for each B E Oc, F(B) E 
B+(*, x>; 
(iii) p-bounded, if there exists a nonnegative, finite-valued c.a. measure 
p on @ such that / M(A)x IX < p(A) j x / ; 
(iv) Adequately p-bounded if it is p-bounded on each set of finite p- 
measure, and (Q, G!, CL) is a complete measure space which is the direct sum of 
finite measure spaces (Halmos [5, p. 132; Segal 181). 
Following the proof of Theorem 4 [2, p. 2631, we obtain the following 
Radon-Nikodym theorem for adequately p-bounded measures on LY. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let M be an adequately p-bounded B(Z, %)-valued c.a. 
measure on GE Then there exists a B(X, %)-valued function M’ on Q such that 
(a) For each x E A? and y E X, (M’(W) x, y) is an (Z-measurable complex- 
valued function and 1 M’(w)1 < 1 a.e. [p]; 
(b) For each x E 2 and y E X, (M’(w) x, y) is +ztegrabZe and for each 
B E .93, with p(B) < CO, 
(M(B) x, Y) = j”, (M’(u) x, Y) ddw); 
(c) For each B with p(B) < co, the Bochner integral se M’(u) xp(dw) 
exists and defines an operator in B(#, ,X) such that, for each x ES, 
M(B) x = j, M’(u) xcL(dm). 
Proof of (a) and (b) is essentially as in [3] (p. 264-65) and hence is omitted. 
From the first part of (a) and the separability of X we obtain, in view of 
Corollary 2 [7, p. 731 that M’( w x ) is strongly a-measurable; i.e., M’ is LI- 
measurable. Also 1 M’(w)J~ < 1 a.e. [EL], we have sB / M’(w)x IX p(dw) is finite 
for p(B) < 00. Hence by [7, Theorem 3.8.2, p. 851, we get that there exists a 
B(X, X)-valued operator V, such that for each x E Z, 
V,x = jB M’(u) xIL(dw),l 
where the integral is the Bochner integral. Now from (b) and Theorem 3.7.5 
[7, p. 801, we get M(B)x = se M’(w) xp(dw) for all B such that p(B) < CO. 
1 Let @ be an O&measurable B(Z, X)-valued function such that s 1 @(w)x Ix dp < ~0. 
Throughout this paper, by J- @dp we always mean the bounded operator on JE” into X 
whose value at x is given by the Bochner integral s @(w)x d&w). [7, Theorem 3.8.2, p. 851. 
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Whenever there is no danger of confusion, we shall say adequately bounded 
instead of adequately p-bounded and write M’ for M,‘. 
The following definition of M-integrability was given in [9, Definition 2.31. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Let @ E P’(X, X) and M be an adequately p-bounded 
measure on @ with Radon-Nikodym derivative M’, then we say that 0 is 
M-integrable if @M’ is B(&‘, X)-valued (and hence a-measurable (cf. Remark 
2.2) and for each x E 2, so 1 OM’x Ix. P(&J) is finite. Further, we define 
s @dM= I @M’ dp, R R 
where the integral is the Bochner integral as in footnote 1. As shown in [9], 
s@dM is independent of II. 
For any B(X’, X)-valued function A, J(A) denotes the null space of A and 
W(A) denotes the range of A. W(A) will denote the closure of W(A). Let M, N 
be adequately bounded B(&‘, .X), B(Z, B)-valued c.a. measures on a, 
respectively. In [lo, Definition 2.31 we defined absolute continuity of M with 
respect to N by 
N<M iff JV(M’) Z k”(N’), (2.8) 
or equivalently by 
N<M in S(N*) C a(M’*), (* denotes the adjoint). (2.9) 
Using this definition, the following form of the Radon-Nikodym theorem was 
proved by us in [lo]. For the sake of completeness, we state it here without 
proof. 
RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 2.10. Let M be an adequately bounded B(S, X)- 
valued measure and let N be an adequately bounded B(S, P)-valued measure on OZ. 
Then N < M z# there exists CD E 3’(Z, 9) integrable M such that, for each B E 02, 
N(B) = j @ dM. 
B 
Now we introduce another definition of absolute continuity and prove a 
stronger form of the Radon-Nikodym theorem. 
DEFINITION 2.11. Let M, N be adequately bounded B(.%‘, X) and 
B(Z, P)-valued c.a. measures on a u-ring GY of subsets of a space Q. Then we 
say that N is strongly absolutely continuous with respect to M if %?(N’*) C S?(M’*) 
and denote it by N G$ M. 
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Remark 2.12. One can easily check that the Definition 2.11 is independent 
of the bounding measure. We also remark that, in the finite-dimensional case, 
N<MiffNgM. 
We now prove the following form of the Radon-Nikodym Theorem. 
RADON-NIKODYM THEOREM 2.13. Let 67 be a o-ring of subsets of a space X2. 
Let M be an adequately bounded B(.#‘, X)-walued measure and let N be an 
adequately bounded B(.X, 8)-valued measure. Then N + M tf there exists an 
G’&measurable B(X, 9’)-valued function CD integrable M such that, for each B E ol, 
N(B) = j- 0 dM. 
B 
Proof. Let N(B) = sB C#J dM, then N’ = @M’. This implies 
N’* = M’*@* 
Hence 9(N’*) cW(M’*), i.e., N + M. Let N @ M. Define @ = (M*-N’*)*. 
Since W(N’*) C W(M’*), (M’*-N’*) is B(9, X)-valued. Lemma 2.3 implies 
that 0 is 0Z-measurable. Therefore, (M’*-N’*) is a measurable B(X, 9)- 
valued function. Furthermore, (M’*-N’*)* 1 N’M’-. This implies 
(M’*-N’*)* M’ = N’M’-M’. Thus we have @M’ = N’PXlfMj,. (PJTlfMrl 
denotes the orthogonal projection onto XI(M).} But N 4 M implies 
&?*(M’*) = JV(M’) C 9P(N’*) = M(N’). Hence N’PXCM., = 0, which implies 
@M’=N’. 
We shall need the concept of extension and closure of an operator T in 
O(&‘, A’). We use the following notions. For T in 0(X, X), T will denote the 
closure of T. If T admits a continuous single-valued extension to the entire A?‘, 
ext T will denote this extension. We note that in this case ext T = T. 
3. SINGULARITY AND LEBE~GUE DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we prove a Lebesgue type decomposition theorem, by 
introducing our first definition of F-singularity. The idea of F-singularity of two 
measures M, N is stronger than the one in our paper [lo] (see Definition 2.12 
and Remark 2.13), the connection with which will be discussed in Section 4. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let a be a u-ring of subsets of a space 9 and F be an 
adequately bounded measure on GZ. Let M and N be an adequately bounded 
B(X, Z)-valued measures on 6Y. Then we say that M and N are singular along 
F if MY-N’* is defined on % and is 0 a.e. 
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We denote this by M IF N. We now proceed to an extension of a Lebesgue 
type decomposition theorem of [16, p. 21 I] (see [14] also). In the course of our 
proof we shall need the following fact: 
If A4 -@F, then 
Jv-(M’*) = Jv”(F’-M’*) = Jv-(M%‘-M’*). (3.2) 
THEOREM 3.3 (Lebesgue Type Decomposition). Let C!? be a u-ring of subsets 
of a space D and M and N be adequutely bounded B(X, X)-valued measures on GZ. 
Suppose that F is an adequately bounded B+(&‘, YQvalued measure on G! such 
that M, N @ F and 
(4 ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)-(F’-M’*)*] 
exits, and (3.4) 
(b) s 
(F’-N’*)* ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)-(F’-,‘*)*I dF 
R 
exists. Then, 
(i) There exist unique adequately bounded B(&‘, X)-valued measures N, 
and N, on Gsd such that 
(a) N = N, + N, , lb) Na<MNa$F, (4 N, IFM 
(ii) For all B E ~7, N, and N, are given by the formulae: 
N,(B) = je(F’-N’*)* ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)-(F’-M’*)*] dF, 
N,(B) = 1 (F-N’*)*{1 - ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)-(F’-M’*)*]} dF 
8 
Proof. 
By definition of N, , 
Hence 
Now, 
N,’ = (F-N’*)* ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)-(F-M’*)*] F’ 
= (F’-N’*)* ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)- M’Pgm] 
= (P-N’*)* ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)- M’]. 
Na < M and N, +F. 
N,’ = (F’-N’*)*[F’ - ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)- (F’-M’*)*] F’. 
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We observe that 
ibf’*(M’F’-M’*)- (F-M’*)*F’ C ext [M’*(M’F’-M’*)- (F’-Ml*)*] F’. 
Hence, by [13, p. 3011, 
(ext [M’*(M%*-M’*)- (F’-M’*)*]F’j* c{M’*(M’F’-M’*)(F’-M’*)*F’}*. (3.5) 
But the left side operator in (3.5) is bounded and, therefore, 
(ext [M’*(M’F-M’*)-(F-M’*)*]F’}* = [M’*(M%‘-M’*)-(F’-M’*)*F’]*. 
(3.6) 
Let B = [M’*(M’F’-Ml*)- (F’-M’*)*F’], then 
B* 2 F’F’-M’*(M’F’-Ml”)-M’. 
Hence 
M/F’-B” 3_ MY-M’*(M’F’-Ml*)-M’. (3.7) 
From (3.6) we get Sf(B*) C%‘(F’). H ence MT-B* is bounded. Therefore by 
(3.7) 
MT”-B* = ext [M‘F-M*(M%‘-M’*)- M’] 
(3.8) 
=P M(rlcM,F,-M,*lM’ = PJ,/,,,,,,M’ = M’. 
Hence we have 
&I%‘-B* = M’. (3.9) 
However, by definition of N,‘, (3.6) and (3.9), 
Therefore, 
M%‘-IV,* = MT-(F’ - B*)(F-N’*) 
= [M’F’-F’ - M’](F’-N’*). 
M%‘-N,* = [M’P- - M’](F’-N’*). (3.10) 
But M -$ F implies A’+(F) C JV(M’) and hence 
(3.11) M’P- = M’. 
Now (3.10) and (3.11) imply 
M/$--N’* = 0 s 
i.e., M IF N, . 
The proof of the uniqueness depends on the following simple lemmas: 
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LEMMA 3.12. M ~~ R, N la R implies AM + BN I,, R, for bounded 
operators A, B. 
LEMMA~.~~. M~HN,R<MandR+HimplyR~,N. 
We now turn to the proof of uniqueness part of Theorem 3.3. 
Let N = Nt’ + Nf’, Nz’ < M, Nf’ IF M i = 1,2. Then 
Ka = Nk” - N;’ = Nr’ - N1;1’, 
Ka<M, Ka = NY) - N’,” IF M by Lemma 3.12. 
Hence by Lemma 3.13, K, If K, implies K,‘F’-KL* = 0. By (3.2), Ki* = 0. 
Hence K, = 0, i.e., No’ = NA2’, Nc2’ = Nb” = 0. a s 
Remark 3.14. (a) The idea of the proof of the above theorem is in the 
same spirit as in Royden [16, p. 2111 for th e one-dimensional case and [14] in 
the finite-dimensional case. In both these cases, the existence of F is obvious 
and our N, and N, reduce immediately to their absolutely continuous and 
singular parts, respectively. However, because of noncommutativity of operators 
and unboundedness of generalized inverses in the infinite-dimensional case, 
our construction seems much more delicate to handle. 
(b) In order to get uniqueness, we assume N, 4 F which is trivially 
satisfied in the finite-dimensional case from the fact that N, < M and M e F 
are the same, since N, Q M implies N, 4 M in the finite-dimensional case. 
The following generalization of Cramer’s Theorem [l, p. 2261 to the infinite- 
dimensional case provides us with an application of Theorem 3.3 where the 
assumption (3.4) is satisfied. 
THEOREM 3.15 (Cramer’s Theorem). Let N be a B+(&‘, X)-valued measure 
dejined on a u-algebra 9l of subsets of a space Sz and let p be a nonnegative a-finite 
measure on a. Then there exist unique B+(Z, #)-valued measures N, and N, 
on 39 such that 
(4 N=Na+Ns,Na<d and N, .L,d, 
where 7 = v + p, v(B) = Ci (1/2i)(n,(B)/n,(Q)), for B E g, and ni = (N( .) ei , ei) 
for some complete orthonormal system {ei , i = 1, 2,...} in X. 
Proof. Let F = G-I, then clearly M 4 F and N =-@ F. Furthermore 
i 
4 
ext {M’*(M’F-M’*)-(F-M’*)*] = I 
if z#O 
0 otherwise 
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This shows that condition (3.4) is satisfied. The remaining proof being similar 
to the finite-dimensional case in [14, p. 3671 is omitted. 
Remark 3.16. From Theorem 3.15, it follows that in the case of Cramer’s 
Theorem, the conditions (3.4) are satisfied. Obviously, in the finite-dimensional 
case, (3.4) (a) is trivially satisfied, thus giving the Lebesgue decomposition 
studied in [14]. 
4. F-SINGULARITY AND ORTHOGONALITY OF MEASURES 
The idea of singularity along F used in the preceding section can be 
interpreted as orthogonality in the Hilbert-space of certain measures Hellinger 
square integrable with respect to F. In order to study this connection we 
introduce the Hellinger integral f dM dN*/dF for adequately bounded B(&?, X)- 
valued measures M, N strongly absolutely continuous with respect to a 
B+(Z, *)-valued measure F. 
Let a be a u-ring of subsets of a space D and F be a fixed adequately p-bounded 
nonnegative B(&‘, %)-valued measure on GZ. 
For B(&‘, X)-valued measures M, N which are adequately p-bounded we 
define the Hellinger integral $ dM dN*ldF extending the definition given by 
H. Salehi in [17]. It will be shown that JdM dM*/dF exists iff there exists an 
&measurable B(.s?, X)-valued function !?’ on D such that (!P, Y) is F-integrable 
[9, Definition 4.21 and for each BE Q!, M(B) = ss Y dF [9, Definition 2.21. 
This result generalizes the results of Salehi [17] for matrix-valued measures 
and will be basic in connecting singularity with orthogonality in the space of 
Hellinger square-integrable measures. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let M, N, F, TV be as before. Then we say that (M, N) 
is Hellinger integrable with respect to (w.r.t.) F, if M”‘FL-N;* is an @measurable 
B(.X, X)-valued function, Bochner integrable p. We denote by s dM dN*ldF 
the integral Jo M,‘FL-NL” dp. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let GZ be a a-ring of subsets of 9 and F, M, N be B+(X, .9J?), 
B(X, X), B(X, X)-valued measures, respectively. Let F, M, N be adequately 
TV and v-bounded. Then 
(i) M,,‘FL-N’* is O&measurable B(X, X)-valued iff M,‘Fi-N,‘” is 
G&measurable B(&‘l %)-valued. Moreover, 
(ii) 
s 
M ‘F -N;* dP = 
R u” f 
a My’F;-N;* dv 
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in the sense that if one of the two integrals exists, the other one also exists and the 
two are equal. 
Proof. We observe that if A = p + v, then (8, a, h) is a direct sum of 
finite measure spaces [5]. Hence F, M, N are adequately h-bounded, since for 
each BE 02, h(B) > max(p(B), v(B)). This implies that F,‘, Mh), N,’ exist by 
Theorem 2.2. Since TV, v are a.c. w.r.t. ;\, we get 
FAr = F,’ $ = F,,’ 2 ; 
N; = NV I 4 
dv 
dh = NV z a.e. [A]. 
Also 
dp - F;- = dx ( ) FL-. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Therefore (4.3) and (4.4) imply 
a.e. [A] 
4 = M %‘-N’* - 
u. w 11 dh a.e. [A], 
and similarly (4.5) 
dv M %‘-N’* = M’L’-N’* _ 
AA A Y Y y dA 
a.e. [A]. 
Since dp/dA, dv/dh are OGmeasurable, by (4.5) M,‘F,-NL* is C&measurable 
B(X, %)-valued iff M,‘Fi-Ni* is a-measurable B(S, X)-valued. Furthermore, 
since ] dp/dA 1 < 1 a.e. [Xl, M,‘FA-N,‘* is integrable A. Clearly from (4.5), 
assertion (ii) follows. 
Remarh 4.6. The above Lemma shows that the Definition 4.1 of the 
Hellinger integral s dM dN*jdF is independent of the bounding measure. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let M be adequately bounded B&Z?, X)-valued and F be 
adequately bounded B+(.%?, X)-valued measure on a u-ring 0 of subsets of a space 
Q. Then (M, M) is Hellinger integrable w.r.t. F @ there exists an Qk.easurable 
B(.%‘, %)-valued function Y such that (u/, Y) is F-integrable and for each B E GY, 
M(B) = JB Y dF. In either case, $ dM dM*/dF = J Y dFY*. 
683/I/2-4 
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Proof. Let (M, M) be F-integrable, then MT-M’* is B(S, X)-valued. 
Hence 
C2(M’*) C W(F’) + LW(F’). (4.8) 
Therefore, F-M’* is defined on %. But since it is closed, we get by the closed 
graph theorem [4, p. 671 that F’-A”* is bounded. Hence 
(M%‘-)* = F’-M’*. (4.9) 
(4.9) implies that M’F- has a bounded extension. Denote by Y(A), ext (MT-). 
Obviously, by (4.8), Y(Y(h)F’(/\) = M%‘% = M’. Hence 
M(B) = j- ?P dF. 
B 
Furthermore, by (4.8) and (4.9) 
YF’Y* = (ext M’F-)F’[ext (MT-)]* = (M%‘%‘)F’-M* = M%‘-ikZ’* 
Hence YF’Y* is Bochner integrable. Therefore, (Y, Y) is F-integrable. 
Conversely, let M(B) = fs Y dF with YE B(.%?, X). Then since M’ = YF’, 
we obtain 
MT-M’* = YF%‘-F’Y* = YF’PgmYI+. 
But F’[PNo,, ] = 0 implies F’P9- = F’. Hence 
M%‘-M’* = YF’yy*. (4.11) 
The Eq. (4.11) pl im ies that Mw’F,“M* is measurable by completeness of 
(Q, a, p). Also (Y, Y) F-integrable implies by (4.11) that (M, M) is Hellinger 
integrable with respect to F and s dM dM*/dF = s Y dFY*. 
For an adequately bounded B+(A“, #)-valued measure F let VH,F be the 
class of all adequately bounded measures M, such that (M, M) is Hellinger 
integrable F and the integral is in T(Z, ,X), i.e., 
V = H.F I 
M ( M adequately bounded and 
s 
dMd$!M* E T(X, X)1.2 (4.12) 
Then we have the following result. 
* This condition implies that M’F’-M’* is in T(X, x) a.e. /A. 
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THEOREM 4.13. The space V,,, has the following properties: 
(4 M, NE VHJ and A, B E B(X, .X) implies that AM + BN E V,,, . 
(b) If [M, NIF = JdM dN*ldF, then the [ , IF is a Grammian inner 
product on V,,, . 
(c) If ((M, N))F = Tr J dM dN*/dF, then ((M, N))F is independent of the 
bounding measure and ((M, N))F is an inner product on V,,, . 
Hence VH,F is apre-Hilbert space over B(X, X) with 11 M lIF = Tr J dM dM*ldF. 
Proof follows by direct verification of (a), (b), and (c). 
Remark 4.14. Let us now denote by V,,, the class of all B(S, X)-valued 
functions Y on Q such that (Y, Y) is F-integrable and Tr J Y dMY* is finite 
(see [9, (4.6)]), i.e., 
Then it is known [9, Theorem 4.71 that V,,, is a pre-Hilbert space over B(X, X) 
with Gramian [@, Y], of @ and Y being J@ dMY* and inner product 
((y, y)), = TrlY, YIF. 
Remark 4.16. Let us denote for each YE V,,, , the measure M, on CII given 
by M,(B) = Js Y dF. Then by Theorem 4.13, M, E V,,, . 
The following theorem is now obvious from Theorem 4.13 and Remarks 
4.14 and 4.16. 
THEOREM 4.17. Let T be a linear operator on V,,, de$ned by 
T(A@ + BY) = AM@ + BM, , @, YE V,,, , A, B E B(X, X). 
Then 
(a) T is an isometry on V,,, into V,,, . In fact, 
Km TYIYI, = P, Yi,. 
(b) T is onto V,,, . 
A definition of singularity was given in [lo, Definition 2.121 for measures 
M and N of the form M(B) = Js @ dF and N(B) = Se Y dF, where @, YE L,,, 
making use of the orthogonality of functions in L,,, . 
DEFINITION 4.18. We say that two measures M, N with M(B) = JB Q, dF; 
N(A) = j/, Y dF, f or all B E GI and @, Y EL,,, are orthogonal if Js @ dFY* = 0 
for all B E a. 
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THEOREM 4.19. Let M, NE V,,, ; then M and N are orthogonal $3 M IF N. 
Remark 4.20. (a) The above Theorem connects the definition of singularity 
given by the authors in [IO] with the Definition 3.1 in case M, NE V,,, . 
(b) If .X, X denote the finite-dimensional Euclidean spaces Rm and 
R”, respectively, then it is known [15, p. 2951 that P’s,, is a Hilbert space. 
Hence in the finite-dimensional case the above results give all the results of 
Salehi [17]. 
In the next section we generalize the notion of singularity so that it includes 
the Definition 4.18 of orthogonality and Definition 3.1 of singularity. 
5. WEAK SINGULARITY AND LEBESCUE TYPE DECOMPOSITION 
The results of the previous section suggest that it is possible to consider M, N 
of the form M(B) = sB @ dF, N(B) = sB Y dF, Qi, YE L,,, , M orthogonal to 
N. Our purpose in this section is to show that one can directly give a definition 
of weak F-singularity under weaker assumptions. In the special case when M, N 
are of the above form, this definition of singularity was already used by the 
authors in [lo], motivated by the theory of stochastic processes. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let M, N be adequately bounded B(Z, %)-valued 
measures on a u-ring ol of subsets of a space s2. Then we say that M and N 
are weakly F-singular if there exists an adequately bounded B+(X, X)-valued 
measure F such that (P112M’*)* (F’-112N’*) defined on X and is 0 a.e., and 
we denote it by M lFw N. 
Remark 5.2. Note that if M and N are F-singular (Definition 3.1), then M 
and N are weakly F-singular since W(F’1j2) 2 W(F’). 
We now show that the measures which are orthogonal (cf. Definition 4.18) 
are weakly F-singular through the general concept of Hellinger integrals in the 
same way as in Section 4 and obtain an analog of Theorem 4.19. We start with 
the definition of weak Hellinger integrability. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let M, N be adequately p-bounded B(#, X)-valued 
and F be adequately p-bounded B+(JEP, %)-valued measures on a u-ring 0? 
of subsets of a space Q. Then we say that (M, N) is weakly Hellinger integrable 
w.r.t. F, if 
(i) ((FL”‘)-ML*)* ((FL’/‘)-Ni*) is B(X, X)-valued and 
(ii) J((F’lIe)-ML*)* ((F’lj2)-Nu*) dp exists. 
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Remurk 5.4. With arguments similar to Lemma 4.2 WE get that Definition 
5.3 is independent of ~1. We also observe that (M, N) is Hellinger integrable 
w.r.t. F implies (M, N) is weakly Hellinger integrable w.r.t. F. 
Let us denote by s dM dN*/dF the integral f [(F’l12)-M’*)* ((F’ll2)-N’*) dp]. 
DEFINITION 5.5. We say that M is weakly Hellinger square integrable 
with respect to F if (i) (M, M) is weakly Hellinger integrable and (ii) 
J dM dM*/dF E T(.X, X). 
Let us denote by 
H2,F = 
I 
M is weakly Hellinger square integrable relative to F, and 
s dMd;M* E T(X, X)1. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let F be an adequately bounded measure on a u-ring CY of subsets 
of a space 0, then ME H2,F iff there exists a @ EL,,, such that for each B E Ul, 
M(B) = sB CD dF. 
Proof. Let M(B) = $a @ dF, Q, EL,,, , then M’ = @F’. Hence 
M’* = J’V(@$“W)*. 
Therefore, 
Hence 
(F’l12)- Mz = P9vj(@F’l12)*. 
((F’W)- M’*)*((F”/“)- M’*) = (@F’U2) P-‘.. (@W2)* = (W’1/2)(@F’1/2)* 
(5.7) 
From (5.7), we get ME H2,F since Q, EL,,, . Conversely, let ME H,,, , then 
we obtain that by (i) of Definition 5.3 that 
W(M’*) C .!%(F’1/2) + W1(F’i12). (5.8) 
Since F is admissible, we obtain (F’lj2)- is measurable. Hence, by Lemma 2.3, 
@ = [(F’lP)-M’*] * (FW)- is measurable. Furthermore, 
@F’lj2 = ((F’lj2)- M’*)* Pgwj. 
Hence 
(@F’112)(W112)* = ((F”12)- M’*)* PsB ((F’li2)- M’*). (5.9) 
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But by definition of (F”/“)- (see [9, 2.121 and (5.8)), 
P emm$F’V- M’* = (FV2)- M’*. 
This implies by (5.9) that @ EL,,, . 
The following immediate consequence of the above theorem gives a connection 
between the notion of singularity in [8] and weak singularity. 
THEOREM 5.10. Let M, NE H2,F , then M and N are orthogonal a# M IFW N, 
We now state a Lebesgue type decomposition theorem using the concept of 
weak singularity. This theorem provides a more general form of Theorem 3.3 
and reduces to it when the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied. 
THEOREM 5.1 I (Lebesgue Type Decomposition Theorem). Let 0Z be a 
a-ring of subsets of a space D and M and N be B(.S, X)-valued adequately 
bounded measures on Cl. Suppose that F is an admissible adequately bounded 
B+(%, X)-valued measure on 02 such that W(M’*) and W(N’*) C 9(F’1/2); and 
R 
($‘-lPN’*)* ext((F-1/2M1*)[F’--1/2M’*)* (F’-l/“M’*)]-(F’-l/2M’*)*}F~/2d~ 
exists. Then 
(i) There exist unique adequately bounded B(.%, X)-valued measures N, 
and N, on GY such that 
(a) N = N, + N, , (b) N, < M, JV-(F-I/~M’*)* _C ./V(F’-‘/“N;*)*, 
(4 Ns -LFw M. 
(ii) For all B E 0& N, and N, are given by the formulas 
N,(A) = j, (F’-lj2N’*)* ext {(F-VM’*) 
x [(F’-l/2M’*)*(F’-1/2M’*)1-(F’-1/2M’*)*}J7’1/2 &, 
N,(A) = jA (I - ext {(F’-l12M’*) 
x [(F’-VM’*)*(F’-l/2M’*)]-(F’-l/2M’*)*}F’V2 dpa 
Proof. We observe that 
N,’ = (F-lPN’*)* ext {(F-lPM’*)[(F’-1/2&f’*)* (3”-‘PM*)]- 
x (F’-vM’*)*)F’lP. 
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Note that 
ext {(jT-lPJ4’*)[($“-llzM’*)* (J7-‘P&f’*)]- (F’-lP~‘*)*}F’lP 
= ext [(F’-1/2M’*)(F’-1/2M’*)-](F’-1/2M’*)*-(F’--1/2M’*)*F’1/2 (5.12) 
and 
(F’-WM’*)*F’lP = I”‘Pa--j = M’. 
Hence by (5.12) .N(M’) C .k’(N,‘). Also, denoting by 
A = ext {(F-lPM’*)[(F’-l/z&f’*)* (3”-l/244’*)]- (F’-l/S&J’*)*}, 
we get IV;* = F’1/2A*(F’-1/2N’*). This implies W(Nk*) C W(F’lj2) and 
i%(A*) = XL(A) c J’-l(F’+M’*)* = &f(F’-WM’*) c .9$(~‘1/2). (5.13) 
Hence, by (5.13), (F’-WN;*) = Ff-1/2F’112A*(F’--1/2N’*) = A*(F’-GN’*). 
Therefore, (F’-li2NL*)* = (F’-li2N’*)* A. By this and (5.13), we get 
J’“(F’-W&f’*)* C J’-($Y2N;*)*. 
Now N,’ = (F’-1/2N’*)* [I - A] F1j2, which implies 
N;* = [FV - $“1/2/4*]($‘‘-WjlJ’*). (5.14) 
Hence by (5.13) and (5.14) 
(F-WjV,‘*) = [I - A*](F’-VN’*). (5.15) 
Let B = (F’-ll2M’*)[(F’-l/2M’*)* (F’-lI2M’*)]- (F’-l/*M’*)*. Since B CA, 
we get A* C B* [13, p. 3011. But A is bounded implies C&4*) = LX?. Hence 
A* = B*. Also B* 3 B implies (F-li2M’*)* A* 3 (F’P~/~M’*)* B. Hence we 
have 
(F’-l12M’*)* A* 1 ext [(F’-l12M’*)* B] = Pli(F’-‘,rM,*)*(F’-‘,1M’*))(F’-1!2M’*)*. 
(5.16) 
Since the operator on the left side is defined on Z and 
we get from (5.16) that 
(F'-1/2&f'*)* A" = (F'-l/ZM'*)*. (5.17) 
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From (5.15) and (5.17) we get 
i.e., M IFw N, . 
(F’-l/2M’*)*(F’-1/2N~*) = 0 
The proof of uniqueness is based on the following analogs of Lemmas 3.10 
and 3.11, as in Theorem 3.9, and is omitted. 
LEMMA 5.18. M lFw R, N IFw R implies AM + BN IFw R. 
LEMMA 5.19. Let M lFw N, and R be another adequately bounded mmsure 
such that M(F’-l12M’*)* 2 &“(F’-l/aR’*)* and W(R’*) _C W(F’1/2); then 
R LFw N. 
Remark 5.20. In Theorem 3.3, the uniqueness of the Lebesgue decom- 
position was proved under the assumptions N, 4 F, M 4 F and N, < M. 
We now show that these assumptions imply, in addition to the obvious facts 
@(M’*) C W(F’1/2), W(NL*) _C R(I;1/2), the further conclusion 
J’-(F’-WM’*)* 2 4F’-l&5’*)* 
which was used to prove the uniqueness of Lebesgue decomposition in Theorem 
5.11. The proof is as follows: 
Under these assumptions we get by Theorems 2.10 and 2.7 
N,’ = YF’; M’ = @F’, and N,’ = xM’, (5.21) 
where @, !P are B(&‘, X)-valued a-measurable functions and x is an 0(X, X)- 
valued a-measurable function. Hence 
and (5.21) implies 
YF’ = x@F’ = N,‘, (5.22) 
(F-lPN;*)* = 1yF’V, (F’-WM’*)* = @F’W. (5.23) 
Also we have 
F-1/2($97’)* = F-W(x@j7’)* ~F’lP(#)*. 
Hence by [13, p. 3011 
[F’w(x@)*]* 2 (F’wJ*)* = Wli2. 
ButF’rls is bounded implies that [F’1/2(x@)*]* = (x@)**F’~I~ [13, pp. 300-3011. 
Hence 
YF’l12 > x@F”12. (5.24) 
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From (5.23) and (5.24) we get that 
Remark 5.25. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, Theorem 5.11 
reduces to Theorem 3.3. Also we note that if the &!(F’) is closed, then the 
assertions in Theorem 5.11 imply the conclusions of Theorem 3.3. 
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